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Consumer era leads to faster changes, 
Urbart takes the lead to show people’s true attitude

With rapid development of the internet, technology, and society in this 21st century, “product consumption” has 
been promoted and more celebrated. With the rising trend of “Fast Consumption,” the world has entered a new 
chapter of “Consumer Era.” With the abundance of consuming goods, we begin to put a more sensible label to 
consumption. The consuming actions have changed from only “curbing our needs,” to “”We are what we 
consume.” We begin to place our belief and value through the actions of consuming. And this has become one of 
the best ways to embody our self-belief and values. 

We are encouraged to stay open-minded under “Consumer Era.” We follow our own standards and fear not to 
break the mode. We freely express ourselves to make ourselves heard by the world. This positive and somewhat 
rebellious attitude paves the way for the popularity of “Urbart.” From streets to the palace of contemporary fine 
art, “Urbart” uses the purest and most vibrant images to show the liberal value of diversity. This self-confidence 
appears as strong as waves that shine through all. And it perfectly represents the aesthetics nowadays.

Having survived the chaos in 2020 with each of you, 3rd edition “ONE ART Taipei” is coming back on 15-17, Janu-
ary, 2021. “OAT21” has the same number “21” as the century we’re now in. Therefore, we title this art fair 
with the name of “Consumer Era: ON FIRE,” which will focus on the spirit of “Urbart.”: “Be yourself. Break 
through the modes and let your passion shine as bright as light.” 

We reckon that “Urbart” has become the epitome of the 21st century. Not just only being “cool” or 
“rebellious, ” “Urbart” represents the “self-belief” we have in ourselves. “Urbart” is realistic, resolute, 
and distinctive. It has a sense of passion and confidence that cannot be shaken or tamed, yet remaining approach-
able to each of us. We believe that art is life. The artworks shouldn’t be out of reach, and should reflect the inner 
movements of every artist.

ONE ART Taipei is held within an international hotel that can well connect the world, which enables the international 
travelers to easily participate. This directly opens the international stage for Taiwan. The cozy atmospheres of the 
hotel rooms also make the visitors feel like home. Moreover, the installations within the rooms provide perfect 
examples for the artwork collected to think about the artwork placement at their own homes. Through ONE ART 
Taipei’s strict evaluation and selection on the applied art pieces, the hotel rooms are decorated with sophisticated 
works by promising and well-known artists. Each displaying room is as uniquely and wonderfully embellished as 
treasure chambers. The journey of art exploration awaits you to initiate intimate conversations with the artworks. 

At ONE ART Taipei, there’s no restriction. Each of you can find your “ONE ART.”

To us, YOU ARE THE ONE.   

Consumer Era: ON FIRE

ON FIRE! “ONE ART Taipei 2021” 
wants you to shine bright with confidence



Professional Experience in Art Fair Production

ONE ART Taipei Committee has many years of experience in international art fair production, and also won the TID 
Award in 2015. One of our representative art fairs has also been selected as one of the top 10 cultural and creative 
events by magazine LA VIE in 2015. The first edition of ONE ART Taipei gathered 69 galleries and 12,000 visitors to 
join us during the event. ONE ART Taipei 2021 aims to integrate the art industry in Asia Pacific and to strengthen 
domestic collectors’ development, and also provide both domestic and overseas collectors an exceptional VIP 
service. 

A Leading Asia Pacific Art Fair in Taiwan 

Taiwan is known for its strong collector base in Asian art market. OAT is devoted to offering a global platform for 
galleries to connect with domestic and international collectors in the most optimal settings and contexts. The fair 
will be showcasing the artworks from noteworthy emerging artists and also the finest collections from established 
masters! Both seasoned and new art collectors who are looking for an unique art experience can find their 
high-quality collections here! OAT dedicates to building a strong trading platform for the international art market 
and becoming one of the leading Asia Pacific art fairs in Taiwan.

Inspiring Art Events   

Diverse and inspiring art events will be planned during the art fair. The Pop-up Museum provides the additional 
opportunity for exposure for galleries to showcase the artworks in the public area. ONE ART Award continually 
discovers young and promising artists through the rigorous selecting process by our professional jury team. Best 
Interior Design Award encourages galleries to incorporate the curating concepts to explore more possibilities for 
artworks into their exhibiting spaces. We also provide the Art Trip Bus, which interconnects the key art fairs held at 
the same time, for collectors and visitors to enjoy the art scenes of Taipei. 

Best High-Quality Artworks All in ONE

OAT provides various perspectives of art by showcasing important works ranging from established masters to 
emerging artists. The fair is divided into three sectors: "Unlimited" presents best modern and contemporary 
artworks from established artists. "Discovery" provides a platform for emerging talents under age of 35. "Media 
Art" exhibits artworks in various media and forms. If you’re looking for an exceptional fair experience, don’t miss 
out ONE ART Taipei 2021! 

Introduction of 
ONE ART Taipei



Exclusive VVIP Event

OAT hopes to provide exhibitors and all VIPs a more relaxed and enjoyable space for artistic exchanges, we organize 
a special event at the Italian restaurant TOSCANA in The Sherwood Taipei. We invite the executive chef of The Sher-
wood Taipei to tailor-make appetizers for this special event. OAT sincerely invites you to join us and have a good 
time together.

ART TRIP BUS

With there being many art fairs at the same time, OAT offers Art Trip Bus between The Sherwood Taipei and 
Nangang Exhibition Center to better connect the art fairs in January and provide comfortable service for the visitors.

Best Buy 3,000 USD

“Best Buy 3000 USD”, invites the participating galleries to present up to three artworks priced under USD$3000; 
guiding the contemporary art lovers who want to become collectors with artworks with potential and high-quality 
yet with a budget-friendly price. Also, when the sky-high price of contemporary art enters the consolidation stage, 
some senior collectors focus on searching potential artists; investing in rising stars while paying attention to the 
classic. For collectors who just start their collection, the artworks are no longer out of reach. The delicate and small 
scales of works also meet the needs of young collectors in the display space of life aesthetics.

POP UP MUSEUM

The Sherwood Taipei was founded in 1990, which represents the best fusion of oriental and western culture in an 
elegant and classical way. From interior design, artwork presentation, furniture arrangement to variety of fine 
cuisines. OAT has specially arranged some public spaces in the hotel for art exhibit use. Together with The Sher-
wood Taipei, we would like to have our guests to be surrounded by art and the delights. 

ONE ART AWARD

OAT is committed to discovering art talents to bring more art power to Asian art industry. Regarding that the young 
artists tend to go through a phase of self-discovering and style adjustment after their academic years, 35 is consid-
ered an age of a milestone. OAT is to find more young potential artists and provide them the prize, “ONE ART 
Award,” which is jointly decided by gallery owners, press, collectors to give them positive recognition. This gives 
the new-to-industry young artists a strong recognition and a stage to be seen in the art market. The award will be 
announced at the Welcome Party on January 15th, 2021.

ONE ART Taipei Campaign
Events Introduction



In order to regain the intention of the hotel art fair, to present artworks in the limited space, OAT presents the Best 
Interior Design Award to encourage the participating galleries decorate the room to create more diversities. 
To present the finest art experience full of surprises for collectors and fair goers, ONE ART Taipei 2021 keeps 
the  ”Best Interior Design Award”. We would also invite the fair goers to participate by voting their favorite candi-
dates. 
The winner will be selected by jurors and fair goers and the result will be announced on the last day of the fair. The 
awarded gallery will receive a 50% off discount for next OAT booth fee. 
(OAT reserves the right to assign room type) 

Please visit ONE ART Taipei (OAT)’s website at  (https://www.onearttaipei.com/)  to complete 
an online application. A USD $300 deposit is required along with your application materials. 
Please submit both application and deposit by 22nd, October 2020.

After submitting your application, you should receive a confirmation email within 3 days. If not, 
please contact OAT Committee at +886-2-2325-9390 immediately. If the application is admitted, 
the deposit will be deducted directly from the booth fee; if it is rejected, a full deposit will be 
returned. After paying the deposit, the exhibitor has no reason to withdraw out of the exhibition 
and the payment is not refundable unless the exhibition is cancelled by OAT Committee.

VIP Preview    15 January, 2021   
Public Days     16-17 January, 2021   

Venue      The Sherwood Taipei 
No. 111, Section 3, Minsheng East Road, Songshan 
District, 105 Taipei, Taiwan

How to Apply

Fair  Information

Best Interior Design Award



Please make sure the remittance fee has been added to the remitted funds. The amount of received by OAT 
should be the same as the actual amount.

To provide a better exhibitor service, OAT offers credit card service. The 8% transaction fee charged by the 
credit card company should be covered by the exhibitor.

If you would like to pay by credit card or need more information, please do not hesitate to contact us.

How to Pay

By Wire Transfer

Download 
the Credit Card 
Authorization Form

Account Information

Bank Name： BANK SINOPAC

Bank Address： 9F., No.36, Sec.3, Nanjing E.

Rd., Taipei, Taiwan

Swift Code： SINOTWTP

Account Name： Asia Pacific Artlink Co., Ltd.

Account Number： 009-008-0009355-1 

By Credit Card



Qualification and Evaluation

Room Details

Sector

Room Type

Deluxe Room 
US $4,900

US $7,000

US $11,000

US $3,300

US $5,600

US $8,300

US $2,100

Unlimited Discovery Media Art

40m²

Junior Suite
60m²

Executive Suite
90m²

The exhibitor should have a physical gallery space to host at least 3 exhibitions year-around.  Applications from 
individual artists or art-dealing agencies are not accepted.

All the selected artworks from the Discovery sector should be made within two years by artists in the application. 
The exhibitor should guarantee that all provided information is accurate, complete and all submitted artworks for 
exhibition are authentic.  OAT Committee reserves the right to cancel any exhibitor contract at any time on the 
basis of false, inaccurate or misleading information or if the exhibitor fails to comply with the terms and conditions 
of participation. 

Hotel art fair is relatively challenging when it comes to setting up an exhibition. OAT Committee suggests exhibi-
tors to do thematic curation or site-specific exhibition and to be more detailed about its strategies in the applica-
tion. It will make your application more complete and eye-catching.

Admission decisions are based upon evaluation of a complete application including information of the gallery and 
participating artists. All complete applications will be carefully evaluated by the Jury of OAT Committee. 



Sector

Sector

Price

Content

Deluxe Room   40m²

Unlimited Discovery Media Art

This sector presents art 
from the world's leading 

modern and contemporary 
art galleries with special 
feature on limited edition 

artwork of established 
masters; no restriction on 
the age of artists and the 

medium of artworks.

This sector displays 
artworks presented by 

artists under the age of 35; 
No restriction on the 
medium of artworks.

This sector exhibits 
artworks in various 

formats, such as photogra-
phy, video, installations or 

digital art; no restriction on 
the age of artists. 

VVIP card x 2
VIP card x 15

General One Day Pass x 10
Exhibitor’s Pass x 5

Catalogue x3- Each exhibitor 
can receive one free full 
double-page spread for 

gallery information and one 
selected artwork

*One complimentary night 
at The Sherwood Taipei (for 

VVIP only)

VVIP card x 2
VIP card x 15

General One Day Pass x 10
Exhibitor’s Pass x 5

Catalogue x3- Each exhibitor 
can receive one free full 
double-page spread for 

gallery information and one 
selected artwork

*One complimentary night 
at The Sherwood Taipei (for 

VVIP only)

VVIP card x 2
VIP card x 15

General One Day Pass x 10
Exhibitor’s Pass x 5

Catalogue x3- Each exhibitor 
can receive one free full 
double-page spread for 

gallery information and one 
selected artwork

*One complimentary night 
at The Sherwood Taipei (for 

VVIP only)

US $4,900 US $3,300 US $2,100



VVIP card x 5
VIP card x 15

General One Day Pass x 10
Exhibitor’s Pass x 5

Catalogue x 3- Each exhibitor can receive one 
free full double-page spread for gallery 
information and one selected artwork

*One complimentary night at The Sherwood 
Taipei (for VVIP only)

VVIP card x 5
VIP card x 15

General One Day Pass x 10
Exhibitor’s Pass x 5

Catalogue x 3- Each exhibitor can receive one 
free full double-page spread for gallery 
information and one selected artwork

*One complimentary night at The Sherwood 
Taipei (for VVIP only)

Junior Suite   60m²

Unlimited Discovery

This sector presents art from the world's 
leading modern and contemporary art galleries 
with special feature on limited edition artwork 
of established masters; no restriction on the 
age of artists and the medium of artworks.

This sector displays artworks presented by 
artists under the age of 35; No restriction on the 

medium of artworks.

US $7,000 US $5,600

Sector

Price

Content



Executive Suite   90m² 

US $11,000 US $8,300

Unlimited Discovery

This sector presents art from the world's 
leading modern and contemporary art galleries 
with special feature on limited edition artwork 
of established masters; no restriction on the 
age of artists and the medium of artworks.

 This sector displays artworks presented by 
artists under the age of 35; No restriction on the 

medium of artworks.Sector

Price

Content

VVIP card x 10
VIP card x 15

General One Day Pass x 10
Exhibitor’s Pass x 5

Catalogue x 3- Each exhibitor can receive one 
free full double-page spread for gallery 
information and one selected artwork

*One complimentary night at The Sherwood 
Taipei (for VVIP only)

VVIP card x 10
VIP card x 15

General One Day Pass x 10
Exhibitor’s Pass x 5

Catalogue x 3- Each exhibitor can receive one 
free full double-page spread for gallery 
information and one selected artwork

*One complimentary night at The Sherwood 
Taipei (for VVIP only)



Terms & Conditions

Contact

Web IG FB

No exhibitor may share or sublet a booth either partially or entirely to others.

Oversea shipping cannot be consigned to the organizer. The exhibitor should arrange all the ship-
ment and apply for artwork exemption on its own. The exhibitor will be responsible for all costs of 
importing tax, custom clearance, and profits tax 

In case of force majeure or if, for any other unforeseen factors such as natural disasters, epidemics 
and other irresistible factors that seriously affect the safety of the people and the events, the ONE 
ART Taipei 2021 committee reserves all rights to postpone or cancel the events. If the event is 
canceled due to irresistible factors, the organizer may refund the participants in full after deducting 
20% of the administrative operation fee. 

ONE ART Taipei 2021 Committee
Address: 6F -1, No.191, Sec. 1,  Da’an Rd.,  

Da’an Dist.,  Taipei City, Taiwan 10684

Tel: +886-2-2325-9390

Fax: +886-2-2325-9380

E-mail: info@onearttaipei.com

Website：https://www.onearttaipei.com/


